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**Abstract**

Cheering the smallest price of several piles of fruit prices is a fruit-selling strategy to get more consumers. This study aims to understand the description of the smallest price cheers on the fruit sales strategy against the view of Fiqh Muamalah. What attracts buyers so that they decide to buy and how their interest is raised by hearing price cheers. This is field research conducted in Batusangkar Market. The research employed qualitative descriptive research methods and the research data were obtained from sellers and fruit buyers who shout the smallest price cheer. Data retrieval techniques used in-depth interviews and direct observation of buyers. Interviews were conducted face-to-face with the informants until the same information was obtained. The results show that the strategy of cheering the lowest price from several prices based on piles of fruit quality serves as a driving force and attracts consumers. This strategy is closer to bay' najasy which can drive buyers to buy their merchandise. Therefore, buyers or sellers must ensure that the price they are shouting represents the fruit piles that are visible. When a buyer approaches the place of merchandise, he/she could clearly see the goods being traded.
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INTRODUCTION

Consumers are called to sorak-kan (price cheer) of fruit in the socio-economic system in buying and selling transactions. This strategy is a way to promote the lowest selling price of the smallest fruit ongok-an (pile) among several fruit ongok-an of the same type. In general, citrus fruits that have been sorted are piled up based on their size. Thus, piles of the small, medium, and large/super fruits are arranged accordingly. The Ongok-an tells that the sale of small-sized oranges is different from that of medium-sized ones, which are also different from another pile of large/super oranges. Not only oranges, but other fruits with piles of different sizes are also sold with this cheering strategy. This is done in the same way, namely me-nyoraki or sorak (shouting out loud repeatedly in front of or around other shopping consumers). Regular traders or weekly traders do Sorakk-an. Bay Najasy is buying and selling by attracting consumers to buy/luring them to buying their merchandise by linking prices (Al-Basam, n.d.)

In the sale strategy, the advertising section introduces their merchandise at the same price, but for traders who are directly in touch with consumers, one way is to introduce goods in price cheers. Several articles have discussed a lot in the same context in the form of attracting consumers, including; study of advertising, promotion in increasing sales of company products with various forms of advertisements displayed. A survey discusses advertising in multiple media and the effectiveness of advertising on television. Advertising becomes part of the indicator of the economic progress because advertising increases sales. This approach is simply presented with a nameplate with the inn's name on it. It is broadcast on radio as well as television, and it further reached the internet to reach the wider community (Bimantoro & Herawati, 2011). The ethical strategy becomes an effort to reward gifts intended for consumers. The rewards program is funded by merchants (Arthur & Owen, 2019)

The existing study has found that in the first part of grouping, a means is used to increase market share, involving children as actors. Children acting as adults may present symbolic violence as opposed to education to children (Suraya, 2013). The pattern of utilization of features is used to provide low price information (Dugast & Foucault, 2018). Second, the provision of discounted prices is considered a practical attraction to consumers. Discounts will affect intentions through changes in consumers' perceptions of usefulness and subjective norms of consumers (Zhai & Zhang, 2014). The company puts product prices at low prices to attract consumers (Lamiraud & Stadelmann, 2020). The effect of low prices on buying intentions raised by celebrities is more effective (Bennett et al., 2021). The transaction involving the transfer of an item is only performed under a sale-and-purchase agreement (Anggrnaey, 2020).

The third part is the policy/decision, falling prices/low prices due to dumping politics and the flood of imported goods (Saharuddin, 2019). One way to lower prices is to reduce production costs in order to develop the business (Bennett et al., 2021; Satria, 2017). Import trade has a positive effect while export trade has a negative effect.
due to price volatility (Ikpesu et al., 2019). Government subsidies are simply intended to fight the business competition climate by lowering the price of production but triggering producers to make low quality products at low prices (Han et al., 2020). The global policy in the use of coal energy sources causes low coal prices (Madhavi & Nuttall, 2019).

The sale and purchase of fruit involving the shift of ownership to another party as a buyer must be performed under a sale-and-purchase agreement (Anggraeny, 2020). The sale and purchase transaction is a process of transferring ownership of objects that begins with the form of a contract and mutual consent. An agreement that arises from two parties between a seller and a buyer on the agreed object (goods and price, movable or immovable goods). The sale of fruit in general puts the fruit at the same level of quality, namely laying the fruit according to the size/smallness of the fruit sold (Farida, Price, 2021).

According to Imam As-Syafie, *buy' najasy* means a person who deliberately offers a high price of goods while they are not bought. Imam As-Syafie added that *najasy* means a person who knowingly provides a high cost of goods while they are not bought. The purpose is to make others feel the item is of high value and willing to buy it at a higher price. *Najasy* originally meant to hide something because this person's actions conceal his intentions (Khushendar, n.d.; Penterj. Hamidy, 1993) Research on the traditional fruit sale strategy with the lowest price *sorak-an* in the view of muamalah fiqh/Islamic law has not been revealed in any prior studies. This study describes the methods used by fruit traders to engage consumers to come and buy them. The studies of cheering for the smallest price as a way of attracting consumers are not many among literature studies. This paper reveals the meaning of the price cheering strategy for fruit traders and how it is legal.

*Sorak-an* is repeated and loud cheers shouting the selling price of fruit, and this strategy is performed around the area where the trading activity takes place. The lowest price shout invites people to come to the fruit sellers to buy fruit at a shouted price because it is estimated that the fruit they sell is cheap. The studies of the minor price of *sorak-an* to attract more consumers have not been conducted in detail from the perspective of Islamic economic law. At the same time, many articles have discussed it in the same context in attracting consumers, including studies on advertising, promotion in increasing sales of company products with various forms of advertisements displayed. The cheers for the nominal price became a sales strategy to gain more buyers.

**METHOD**

The research was conducted in Batusangkar market, employing descriptive qualitative methods (Al-Fatih & Siboy, 2021). The approach used refers to the ethnography of the behavior of fruit traders. The object of the research was the shouting of the selling price of fruits. An interdisciplinary approach was at the level.
of Islamic law and economics in price relations (Batubara et al., 2018). The primary sources were obtained from fruit traders who performed the cheers, while the secondary data were from traders other than fruit traders. Data retrieval techniques referred to interviews with informants who were familiar with the research theme and observation in the purchase of fruit to fruit traders. The social situation from the point of meaning of the sellers’ cheers were analyzed. Data were collected and analyzed descriptively and qualitatively based on the following principles: (1) data collection, (2) data reduction, and (3) data analysis (Irwansyah, 2020).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When viewed from the producer’s side, the small amount of capital is intended to gain big profits. On the other hand, consumers often look for a lower price with a balanced quality. That is, the price falls in line with the quality; Anything cheap is always sought after by consumers. Moreover, consumers consider their purchases so that they are spent unwisely as consumers want lower prices. The lowest price is sometimes used as a strategy to trick and persuade consumers to buy, which boosts sales (Gensler et al., 2017; Lamiraud & Stadelmann, 2020; Sewaid et al., 2021). The lower price is used as a call for consumers to buy. Traders believed the price they offer invited people to come to their stalls. The cost of good quality / good quality piles would not manage to lure customers to the stalls simply because customers were not into expensive fruit (P, 2021). Consumers came to fruit stalls to buy because they believed the fruit sold by the traders were at the price the sellers shouted.

The price of small oranges in one kilogram was shouted. The stall displayed several piles. There were at least two piles available based on the quality of the size of the citrus fruit so that the oranges were neatly arranged, in which the large ones were placed in one pile and separated from the small oranges. On the display there was another pile arranged with only less fresh fruit. Oranges were neatly arranged in piles to make them look big and inviting and the another pile was made of small oranges. The size of the oranges distinguishes the placement of citrus fruits. (Farida, Price, 2021).

Table 1. Price of Orange Fruit Cheers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Size of Orange</th>
<th>Price/Kg</th>
<th>sorak-an (price shouted)</th>
<th>Seller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Big</td>
<td>IDR. 18.000</td>
<td>IDR. 10.000</td>
<td>Orange Seller B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>IDR. 15.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Orange Seller C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>IDR. 10.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Orange Seller D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Orange Seller E

Source: Researcher, April 2021.

Sorak-an is delivered in the following ways: 1) the vendors shouted the lowest price out so that passersby could hear. People around the fruit stalls could hear every word said. This approach did not require any assistive devices such as speakers/microphones because people were in close proximity to the stalls; 2) In addition, messages were shouted repeatedly and this shouting continued although consumers were at the stalls intending to buy some oranges; 3) the vendors often mentioned the price per kilogram starting from the smallest pile or onggok-an. 4) Sometimes the shout was produced in a slightly rhythmic way or it was just in flat/regular tones (Farida, 2021); 5) That people came to the market for different items to buy was seen by the vendors as a chance to offer them the oranges with the expectation that buyers were to come to the stalls for some oranges.

The conditions of the surrounding affect this sorak-an. People walked around the market to buy daily necessities, and the products offered were varied. Passing shoppers were seen by vendors as a chance to shout the price. Interestingly, they did not shout what was being offered but the lowest price. However, fruit vendors displaying fruit at the front part of the market were not many; only a few fruit sellers were seen. Unlike the vendors inside the market, these vendors did not shout the lowest price. Likewise, they were positioned on the edge of the market passageway and not in the market area; they were selling fruit along the road without sorak-an, unlike the vendors in the market.

Discounts became the strategy to persuade buyers to buy the fruit, so they came to buy. The vendors expected them to come to their stalls and buy. Offering prices by shouting the prices did not match the expectation of consumers because consumers believed the cost of the products sold matched the price the vendors offered by shouting. When consumers took the oranges they wanted and held the fruit, they expected to get the fruit with the same price as the price shouted. Vendors often replaced the fruit picked by the buyers with smaller fruit at a price shouted. Consumers were disappointed when they found out that the price shouted was for the small fruit, not the one the buyers expected to buy. This situation is also prone to conflict for some idealistic consumers with messages from sorak-an (Informant F as a buyer, April 10, 2021).

Consumers who shopped at the market, without realizing their position, were around or walking in the area of fruit traders. During the existence of fruit sellers, consumers could hear the sorak-an of fruit prices they thought were relatively cheap (Sundalangi et al., 2014). Sometimes consumers who did not have any prior plan to buy fruit were lured to one of the fruit stalls simply because they heard them cheap. This sorak-an of the lowest price has tricked the customers and lured them to buying. This, then, creates an image in the minds of consumers, believing that the fruit sold
is relatively affordable. Departing from this belief, consumers came to accept the fruit, as they were lured by the shout.

The sorak-an has meaning to the people around them. In a sense, sorak-an contains messages conveyed to others so that hearers may shift to the tendency of buying following the sorak-an. Therefore, the lowest price cheers are the first consumer hook. The call shouted by fruit traders in the presence of passersby is not telling 'buy this at this price. But in general the vendors are adamant the prices are similar to other prices commonly offered. Secondly, it shows that the content of the lowest price sorak-an makes consumers think that the fruit they sell is cheaper. Thirdly, it raises the belief that people will come because they hear the shout of the lowest price, increasing the impulse to buy, and some were found to come to the stalls to buy. At the same time, it also boosts the sales of the fruit. (Al-Basam, n.d.). On the other hand, the trade ethic balances the price on the quality of an item naturally (Ardley & May, 2020)

People who buy because they hear the selling price is lower tend to buy it. Consumers show the desire to buy when the cost of the object sold is cheap, and it is the habit of traders to shout sorak-an to increase income. The traders shouted the fruit price repeatedly, and more and more people were lured to the stalls, while the price per kilogram was repeatedly mentioned. This sorak-an continued even though there were no passersby near the stalls (Farida, price sorakan, 2021).

The price is called tsaman (the price of the agreement between the seller and the buyer) (Nafis, 2011). The price is said to have a lower value because the price is for the goods of less quality as the price contains several values, whether the value of an item is good or its value is low by looking at the grade or the quality of a product. The price mentioned is the lowest price of one of the fruit in one of the piles (onggok-an prices). Consumers tend to choose products with lower prices. The prices of fruit available in the stalls vary based on the pile of fruit quality; whether the size of the fruit is small, medium, or large. Different prices set different prices among piles. The better the quality is or the bigger an item is, the higher the quality of an object is, and the higher the selling price will be (Sundalangi et al., 2014).

The public/buyers were interested in buying because they heard that the price was quite good, so one by one came to the stalls, intending to buy the fruit. In another case, no sorak-an was made but the price was shown on a display, inviting more buyers to perfunctorily come. One of the stalls showed "IDR. 5000/½ kg" on a board, where the “five thousand rupiahs” was deliberately made larger than the “½ kg”. Blackboard was placed on onggok-an of duku fruit. The writing was transparent, but from/on the way, it could only be seen on rather large paper, namely five thousand rupiahs, so that people saw the displayed price of five thousand, which was thought to be the selling price in kilogram. Therefore, it builds a thought that the price is reasonably affordably. Intrigued by this information, passersby often decided to stop walking and approach the duku stall, intending to buy the fruit. This eye-catching price tag often intrigue them and make them believe that the price is quite competitive to other prices of
other stalls. Often people figure out that this price is for the half kilogram. The low price perception influences the buyers to buy the duku fruit (Informant Y as a duku buyer, April 15, 2021).

Fruit traders have become regular daily traders at Batusangkar Market. Some regular traders are there even though there is a balai/pakan day (the name for the weekly market in the local village). There are also fruit traders on particular days, namely the balai/pakan day at the market. Batusangkar Market has its balai/pakan-nya days once a week on Thursday when the balai is filled with traders from various regions to sell, crowding the roadside. Weekly traders only trade at the hall every Thursday, while regular fruit sellers are in the center of the market, including the vendors setting their stalls in the courtyard by the road or those who already have a place to trade all day. In attracting market share, this method is considered practical and easy.

One of the sales strategies by way of cost leadership is to put a low price on the market share to compete with the selling price. This translates to traditional markets because it is one of the market strategies in attracting market share. Along with that strategy in attracting market share using maqashid syariah (Nugroho et al., 2019), Islam teaches to compete competitively by not harming competitors. Therefore, Islam teaches moral aspects and those pleased/halalized by the syara’ (Jamaa, 2011) (Esfandiari & Al-Fatih, 2021). Information provided to consumers improves sales efficiency in traditional markets. Information heard around the fruit stall is perceived to be low/cheap.

The seller cheered the price of IDR 10,000 without specifying which pile of oranges was sold for that price. At the first glance, consumers were trapped in buying large oranges, but it turned out that this was not a price that they were repeatedly shouted. There was a misunderstanding of the consumer's point of view by immediately taking large-sized fruit which he thought the food was sold for the price he heard from sorak-an (Informant A as an orange buyer on April 8, 2021). When some buyers came and picked the bigger oranges from the piles while paying, the vendor explained that those oranges were of a different price. (Researcher's observation on April 8, 2021). Sometimes the seller mentioned the price in his shout. Fiqh teaches how to trade with several forms of strategies, applying universal values that are not restricted to space and time, such as being honest, not committing fraud, cheating, and oppressing consumers. Trading strategy efforts are allowed unless prohibited elements exist (Rachman, 2019) (Esfandiari & Al-fatih, 2022) (Al-Fatih & Esfandiari, 2020).

One form of sales promotion is a discount. According to Fandy Tjiptono, the discount is a price reduction given by the seller as a reward for certain activities from the buyer that are pleasing to the seller. Companies provide discounts on their products, generally to persuade existing buyers to buy more, encourage new product buyers, or convince buyers to try products that have been around for a long time (Tjiptono, 2019). The increasing number of competing companies has led consumers
to varied choices, so consumers will be more selective in making choices. One way to attract consumers is to provide discounts for goods or services produced by the company. The sale strategy that can be used is keeping consumers/buyers. Carrying out promotional activities to encourage consumer purchases and providing free samples of goods are some approaches in sale promotion that are considered the most expensive and the most efficient. Coupons with prizes are very effective and attractive. Discounts or rebates are price reductions given to buyers. (Tjiptono, 2019).

Gift coupon strategy is another effective approach for customers. Gift coupons work as two accounts in one transaction although the gift coupon is given if the amount of expenses in a specified transaction is reached (Leli, 2018) (Anantyasari et al., 2022). Rebates are allowed when there are no usury, fraud, and harmful aspects (Afida & Zanzami, 2020). Islamic law that regulates the economic part is called Fikih Muamalah, which regulates the rights and materiality among people (Wahbah al-Zuhayliy, 1985). One of the legal arrangements for transferring objects is through buying and selling agreements. The exchange of property in transferring property rights and ownership is mandated in buying and selling (Nawawi, 1980). Traders expect their goods to be sold immediately and gain profit from the sales. Consumers can have fruit by paying the price offered by the vendors.

The validity of buying and selling depends on fulfilling the pillars and conditions of the law of buying and selling. There are three pillars of buying and selling for Jumhur Ulama; a) the person who makes the engagement/ sale agreement; b) Objects and prices; c) Shighat (statement from both parties; both to buy and to sell) like I buy oranges and he sells oranges for IDR.18,000,-/kg. Hanafiyah explained that the statement of an agreement established between the two parties in buying and selling is the essence of buying and selling (Ibnu Abidin, n.d.). The pillars of buying and selling contain several conditions that must be met.

One of the sight conditions (phrase ijab and qabul) is buying and selling. It is clear and understandable for both parties who make a sale-and-purchase agreement. Buying and selling is punishable by law if the will of qabul follows the content of the statement hijab (Zuhayliy, 2011). Therefore, if one of the traders says to a buyer, 'I sell you these two fabrics for IDR. 100,000, the buyer replied, 'I will take one of the fabrics, then the transaction is not valid. In such a transaction, traders generally mix damaged merchandise with goods to sell. These transactions can be classified as al-najasy

Prohibition of najasy sale and purchase is regarded as a criminal offense with the following proposition (Ibnu Hajar al Asqalâniy, n.d.).
Ibnu Umar Radliyallaahu 'anhu said: Rasulullah Shallaallaahu 'alaihi wa Sallam forbade selling najasy (praising merchandise excessively). Muttafaq Alaihi.

According to Ibnu Umar, the law of buying and selling najasy is void. He also said that 'the scholars agree that people who commit najasy are disobedient to their deeds.' This prohibition of this act hurts and is equal to deception In the sale and purchase of najasy when it occurs in the field, there are differences in scholars in determining the right of khiyar. This najasy has similarities to how traders boost the price of fruit on small onggokan (piles). The shouted price led consumers to believe that the real price of oranges was based on the price shouted. But when the price was mentioned, it was the price of small fruit, not the big one. This is the trick to gain consumers.

The opinions of the scholars regarding the occurrence of najasy sale and purchase are as follows; There is no right of khiyar for the buyer. One is negligent because he/she does not ask people with experience and observation. In terms of fraud, there is no khiyar for the buyer for sure. This second opinion can be referred to if the seller says, 'I give you this item at this price,' and then after the contract, it turns out that the price is not the same as the item. Such a contract is not valid because he mentions a specific type, and then it turns out to be different from what has been said. Such a condition can break the contract (Azzam, 2010).

In jurisprudence, buying and selling najasy has many criteria, among them are as follows: People who do not have the desire to purchase an item pretend to bid for goods at a higher price than the bidder's price in order to lure the first bidder to increase his bid, so that the buyer falls and it benefits the seller. A person who does not intend to buy pretends to show his admiration to the prospective buyer by increasing his offer, the owner of the goods, the deputy owner of the goods, or the future owner claims to say that the goods offered have been purchased at a specific price but are not released for the purpose of deceiving bidders as potential buyers. Advertising using visual, audio, or print media aims to highlight the advantages of the goods being promoted, but sometimes the benefits announced do not match the real quality of the goods. Raising the price of goods to show as if the goods were of high quality in the hope that buyers can carry out the transaction is an act of deception (Khushendar, n.d.)

Seen from the legal side of buying and selling najasy, there will be khiyar on the buyer. The Zhahiriyah group argued that the sale was illegal. Similarly, according to Malik, deception is not different from a flaw, while buyers can choose. Buyers are allowed to return the item or proceed the purchase. Meanwhile, according to Syafi‘i and Hanafi, if there is a sale and purchase of najasy, it is a sin, but buying and selling are allowed (Ibnu Rusyd, 1989). Ibn Hazam opined that the prohibition of buying and selling is prohibited when the additional price exceeds the previous price. It is acceptable for someone to see an item being sold without a price and the seller increases it until it reaches the average price, but he is rewarded for his actions.
According to Ibn Abi Aufa, fraudsters in trading are regarded as usurers and traitors. Then, Ibn Abi Aufa asserted that others who pretended to bid higher were among the fraudsters because they colluded with people who increased the price when the buyer concerned did not want to buy the goods.

CONCLUSION

The strategy of shouting the lowest price from several prices based on piles of fruit quality is used as a driving force to engage consumers. In this case, consumers can be trapped in the merchandise without any confirmation of the lafadz/expression of the shouted price for the goods they sell. This strategy is closer to bay' najasy which can make the buyers engaged in buying their merchandise. Therefore, buyers or sellers must ensure that the price vendors are shouting should be relevant to the goods sold, so that the buyers will not feel deceived and confused when approaching to the stall. In other words, transparency of prices is a valid condition of sale and purchase.
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